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“SharePoint implementations
often become nothing more
than virtual file cabinets,
cluttered with digital content
and a confusion of folders and
document versions.
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THE SHAREPOINT CHALLENGE
While Microsoft SharePoint™ has become a widely used platform for basic document-centric sharing and
collaboration functions, it’s also become one of the most underutilized tools at many organizations. SharePoint’s
success actually poses its greatest challenge. Implementations often become nothing more than virtual file
cabinets, cluttered with digital content and a confusion of folders and document versions. The promise of
the functionality remains dormant. The dream of workflow automation around documents fails to come true.
Meanwhile, IT teams are pressured to develop applications with SharePoint that support business functions
but tax scarce people resources, expertise, and diminished budgets. This white paper will provide a roadmap
to a faster, more agile way to deliver content management and workflow applications for existing SharePoint
environments, without the cost, complexity and third-party tools of a typical SharePoint development effort.
W H AT ’ S W R O N G W I T H S H A R E P O I N T F O R E N T E R P R I S E
CONTENT MANAGEMENT?
SharePoint is one of the fastest growing products in Microsoft history, reaching
millions of users in a short time. SharePoint provides basic collaboration and
content management for Office documents and the web. In fact, SharePoint’s close
connection to Microsoft Office is one reason for its extensive adoption. Its lookand-feel is familiar to Office users, and they can quickly make use of its features in
conjunction with their other productivity applications such as Word and Outlook.
The current version of SharePoint is made up of two products. Windows SharePoint
Services (WSS) provides basic capabilities for web sites, document management,
collaboration, and search. To create more sophisticated business solutions, however,
organizations have to deploy the Advanced MS Office SharePoint Server (MOSS).
Microsoft added SharePoint 2010 Foundation and SharePoint 2010 Server.
SharePoint’s value comes from simplifying some common business tasks. It enables
users to do simple ad hoc sharing and collaboration around documents. It eases the
creation of intranet portals that aggregate content from multiple sources. And it can
spare users from having to manage multiple email lists in Outlook and engage in the
chaotic “reply all” exchanges clogging corporate email boxes.
SharePoint’s broad acceptance in the marketplace substantially increases its value. If
you’re trying to help a bunch of people work together, it makes obvious sense to use
a tool that is already on everyone’s desktop. So SharePoint—like Word, PowerPoint,
and Excel before it—rapidly assumed or will assume the de-facto standard for simple
document- and content-centric collaboration.
Furthermore, as SharePoint (or, more specifically, WSS) becomes ubiquitous,
it makes sense that business users and IT look at it as a foundation for more
sophisticated collaboration, workflow, and content management systems. Many
want to get more out of SharePoint, transforming simple ad hoc document sharing
and collaboration into full-fledged enterprise content management and workflow
applications. SharePoint’s core features appear to support this dream. It has high
end-user acceptance and growing presence on the desktop. It seems conveniently
placed to jumpstart development and deployment of true, enterprise content
management applications using SharePoint.

WHO’S TALKING
ABOUT SHAREPOINT?
“Like so many MSFT
offerings, SharePoint has
the market power to ‘lull’...
and initially appears more
economical to use ... since
they are there anyway.”
—WEBB/O’REILLY,
TechRepublic

“As with the previous
version, ease of installation
obscures difficulty in
customization and ongoing
maintenance; administrators
can easily get in over their
head[s] .... Experience
with previous versions of
SharePoint suggests that
this learning process will be
measured in years.”
—BRICE DUNWOODIE
CMS Review of SharePoint Server

Unfortunately, reality strikes down the dream in most cases. Why? Because
SharePoint remains significantly underutilized. A recent AIIM/Information Architect
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survey of 350 medium to large enterprises, found more than 60% of respondents
were using SharePoint for simple ad hoc file sharing—but only 17% were using it for
even the most basic types of business process automation.
Three factors in particular seem to inhibit the effective use of SharePoint to create the
kind of high-value business process automation solutions that today’s knowledgedriven organizations really need, that users demand, and that IT scrambles to
produce with decreasing resources.
1 . C O ST AND COMPLEXITY OF SHAREPOINT A P P L I C AT I O N
D E V E LOPMENT

High-value document and content management solutions and workflow automation
that truly support business functions (contracts, invoice payments, employee
onboarding or offboarding, customer on-ramping, document prep and mark-up,
collateral development, and a host of other business applications) require a much
higher-level functionality and sophistication that WSS lacks.
This means that to support business units with true enterprise content management
level applications, IT must acquire and implement MOSS, devoting substantial
resources and money to developing applications in the MOSS environment.
As many discover, developing applications based on SharePoint, however, comes at
a price. The AIIM/Information Architect survey revealed that 50% of respondents said
development required “much more” or “somewhat more” effort to build these types
of applications than originally estimated. And 53% of respondents said that projects
had taken “somewhat more” or “significantly more” time to implement and deploy.

MICROSOFT’S SHAREPOINT
TECHNOLOGIES:
Gartner Group Reviewed the
latest SharePoint version
and identified strengths and
weaknesses.
Strengths included:
• Easy document sharing
• Rapid deployment
• Light footprint Library services
• Easy to use
• Web-based
Weaknesses included:

The top three reasons respondents cited for these difficulties were: 1) developer
training and toolset, 2) integration with existing applications, and 3) integration with
non-Microsoft repositories. The SharePoint development expertise just doesn’t come
easy or cheaply.

• May be costly to extend

Even with MOSS, IT managers discover that it falls short of providing the functionality
needed to fulfill business process requirements for document and workflow
management, such as optical character recognition, high-volume scanning, or ERP
integration, and the like. These require extra tools and resources. When the objective
is to create a sophisticated business process management system (with features like
smart rules, automated workflow and electronic signatures) IT inevitably must turn to
one or more Microsoft technology partners. That means more vendors, more APIs,
more resources, and more configuration tools.

• “Toolkit” approach

• Limited functionality
• Limited scalability

In addition to driving up the cost and complexity of a SharePoint application, the
many moving parts of such a project complicate total cost of ownership as each
technology component requires periodic upgrades, not always at the same time, and
requires some level of testing prior to each production update.
The result: companies devote increasing time and budget to FTEs just to support
their SharePoint-based systems. This creates ongoing challenges for resourceconstrained IT departments—and often keeps projects that could have a substantial
positive impact on business performance from ever getting off the ground.
This does not have to be the case.
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2 . O N GOING OPERATIONAL COSTS

SharePoint-based content and document management and workflow automation
business systems require MOSS. That adds significant server and end-user licensing
costs. Depending on the size of the organization, MOSS Client Access Licenses
(CALs) can range above $80 per user-year. Add it up: a large organization may need
to spend hundreds of thousands--even millions--annually to run MOSS.
Organizations must often invest in additional licenses and Microsoft software
components, such as InfoPath at $170 per user-year and/or SharePoint Designer
at $180 per user-year. If SharePoint Designer is not adequate for the project, the
organization must also invest in Visual Studio.NET.
MOSS deployment can involve substantial investments in hardware. Figure 1
shows Microsoft’s recommendation for an internal/external MOSS implementation.
In this example, the organization requires 16 servers. Including the raw cost of
these machines plus associated deployment and maintenance costs, this can mean
spending $200K-$400K in the first year on hardware alone.

Figure 1:  A fully functional SharePoint solution requires a host of components.
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3 . I N EVITABLE SHAREPOINT SILOS

Who implements SharePoint as a single, enterprise-wide software instance? Very
few organizations do so. Instead, SharePoint implementations pop up all over the
organization. Statistics show that 53% of the organizations surveyed for an AIIM
SharePoint study reported deploying more than 50 separate instances of SharePoint.
With so many SharePoint silos IT challenges multiply. These SharePoint silos prevent
content from being easily searched, shared or managed across organizational
boundaries, diminishing the business value and eliminating SharePoint’s usefulness for
compliance and records retention (two SharePoint uses that are very popular)
Even more problematic from an application development and deployment perspective
is the way multiple SharePoint silos drive up cost and complexity. SharePoint partner
solutions, for example, are often licensed for use with a single SharePoint instance. So
connecting such a solution to multiple SharePoint instances can drive up licensing costs
considerably. Think of programming individual APIs for every SharePoint application
you may build.
SharePoint silos multiply the amount of work IT must do to implement and integrate
software components. If a single third-party application has to be integrated into 20
separate SharePoint instances, IT has to do the same work 20 times. And, because
each of those instances may not be precisely identical, those 20 integrations can each
present their own idiosyncratic challenges.
For example, if the SharePoint application requires three third-party applications, IT
must manage and integrate 60 different SharePoint integrations—in addition to any
integrations required between the applications themselves. The result can be an
excessive amount of work that drives up costs, slows implementation, and may even
prevent IT from taking on such a project at all.

Companies do
not tend to buy
or implement
SharePoint as a
single, enterprisewide software
instance. Instead,
individual business
units, departments,
and locations
deploy their own
individual instance of
SharePoint.

These factors and others have, until now, limited the ability of IT organizations with
constrained resources and multiple conflicting business demands from effectively
leveraging SharePoint to meet the needs of business.

I T R E L I E F: U S I N G C LO U D E C M T O D E L I V E R S H A R E P O I N T
A P P S Q U I C K LY
There is a better way to provide business units the true collaboration, sharing, and
content management and workflow applications they need without taxing IT people
resources, capital budgets, or engaging in complex project development.
Enter best practice cloud (also called Software-as-a-Service or SaaS) content
management solutions.
Cloud offers a way to deliver fast, easy to deploy solutions that can easily integrate with
existing SharePoint content. Cloud solutions enable IT to quickly and inexpensively
design, implement, run, and continually modify fully customized workflow/collaboration
systems that seamlessly integrate with internally deployed SharePoint instances—no
matter how many. A cloud content management delivery model also allows IT to avoid
the long-term infrastructure ownership burdens associated with the on-site deployment
of custom applications.
In this way cloud offers an essential IT relief-valve. Organizations can add business
process applications quickly and aggressively without losing their investments
in SharePoint. With cloud, IT can rapidly implement high-value business process
automation solutions and make business users happy without putting undue strain on
their limited IT budgets and limited IT staffs. As a result, they can cost-effectively achieve
critical business objectives—including time-compression of core processes, better
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collaboration across geographically dispersed teams, improved process integrity,
and audit-ready compliance—even as so many other demands compete for IT’s finite
resources. Users get the applications they need and want fast. IT can focus its time
and efforts on major technology initiatives.
A DVA NTAGES OF USING CLOUD TO EXTEND S H A R E P O I N T

Using a cloud enterprise content management platform to provide the robust content
management, collaboration, workflow automation, and mobility applications for the
business eliminates the need to install, manage and maintain on-premise hardware
and software. Instead, the organization can quickly and easily access all the ECM
functionality they need over a secure Internet connection.
A best practice cloud solution will provide on-demand access to a full range of
ECM capabilities—including imaging, workflow, records management, email and
fax management, e-signature, and reporting—enabling developers to rapidly build
enriched, high-value business applications that leverage core SharePoint services.
Cloud can readily connect with both on-site and hosted SharePoint instances, giving
users transparent access to enriched systems running in the cloud via their familiar
SharePoint interface. Key aspects of this seamless user experience include:
• Single sign-on/pass-through authentication between SharePoint and cloud systems
• The ability to browse and search cloud repositories from within SharePoint
• The ability to preview and edit documents in cloud repositories from within
SharePoint

Figure 2: Example shows
Cloud ECM applications
for invoice payments, case
management, contract
management, and marketing
collateral development used
to automate workflow and
provide enterprise-level content
management functions, but
leveraging existing SharePoint
implementations (one or more.
In addition, Cloud ECM easily
connects other cloud apps such
as Salesforce.com to SharePoint
in the same way.
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• The ability to use the Office integration features of SharePoint to edit cloud content
• The ability to add documents from SharePoint to cloud document repositories
• Notification/assignment of tasks to SharePoint from workflows running in the cloud
• Retrieval of documents from and placement of documents into SharePoint libraries
based on business rules in workflow applications running in the cloud
In other words, cloud enterprise content management solutions become an easily
configured extension for an existing SharePoint implementation. It quickly transforms
that SharePoint virtual file cabinet into a collaboration, workflow and document
process powerhouse. Only without the cost, time, and complexity of traditional
programming and project development. In fact fully functional working applications
can be deployed using cloud ECM in 30 days or less. Something traditional
development and deployment of on-premise software can’t match.
W O R KING APPLICATIONS FOR SHAREPOINT I N DAY S

A cloud ECM solution linked to SharePoint radically accelerates time-to-benefit in two
important ways. First, because all application modules run in the cloud, the business
eliminates the months it takes to buy and install servers, storage, software, network
devices, and other internal infrastructure.
Second, cloud ECM solutions eliminate the need for developers to gain and apply
expertise in the technical idiosyncrasies of multiple third-party vendors’ applications-or in document management and workflow. Instead, a best practice cloud ECM
platform will provide an intuitive console and easily configurable functionality. An
individual can quickly and easily define metadata, business rules, e-forms, report
fields and other application features with no technical assistance.
As a result, IT teams can deliver a sophisticated, fully customized content
management, collaboration, workflow automation applications to multiple locations
in just a few weeks—rather than months.
Let’s look at a real-life example of adding fax processing capabilities to an ECM
system under a conventional on-premises SharePoint implementation versus a cloud
approach.
For the on-premise implementation an IT team would have to:

Best practice cloud ECM
should deliver high-value
applications for existing
SharePoint content, such as:
• Accounts payable/invoice
processing
• Bid and proposal management
• Case management
• Claims processing
• Contract management
• Student and patient record
management
• Expense report approval
• HR resume management and
routing
• Delivering greater business
impact much more quickly
and at far less cost
Typically these applications
rank lower in IT project
priorities. Yet pressure on IT
teams to accommodate these
business needs continues to
mount. Cloud ECM can offer the
essential relief valve.

• Order a DID line from the phone company
• Order the correct fax software from a SharePoint partner
• Order a server on which to run the fax software
• Install the fax software on the server
• Connect the activated DID line to the server
• Integrate the installed fax software with whatever other third-party application was
processing the incoming fax content
With the cloud model, a best practice solution includes fax capability as an ondemand service. A business user can add fax processing to an application with just
a few clicks of the mouse. No IT resources required.
Best practice cloud ECM eases and accelerates the delivery of high-value
applications to the business by providing templates for specific types of solutions
(see sidebar) that include pre-configured folders, metadata, e-forms, business rules,
etc. that can be used as-is or modified as required.
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Developers can also easily create different versions of their applications for different
business units, locations, or product lines—so that they can accommodate varying
business requirements, while at the same time ensuring conformance to common
best practices and governance mandates.

B E S T P R A C T I C E C LO U D E C M C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S
A best practice cloud ECM platform will provide full enterprise content management
functionality as well as an array of out-of-the-box applications that can meet most
business requirements immediately.
A complete suite of enterprise content management functions includes more than
25 components that are already fully integrated with each other. The technology
and IT has already been done. Developers who want to use the ECM components
should be able to configure them with minimal effort. That means through simple
configuration of components new applications can be built for specific business
needs without needing to train on software from multiple vendors—or learning how
to integrate those disparate solutions. As the cloud vendor adds new functionality or
features to the platform, these are immediately available to all users on day one. No
integration required.

However, in light
of current economic
conditions, it’s also
more essential than
ever for ITto find
ways to deliver these
business benefits
with the least
possible investment
of time and money.

D R A MATICALLY RE DUCED IMPLEMENTATION, O W N E R S H I P C O S T S

In addition to greatly accelerating time-to-benefit, the cloud delivery model cuts
implementation and ownership costs in half. How?
• No need to purchase and install server, storage, and network hardware
• No need to license (or, as is often the case with on-premise implementations,
over-license) multiple software packages and train developers in the respective
idiosyncrasies of those software packages
• No need to install and integrate these disparate elements
• No need to test and re-test the system created with these disparate elements until
they appear to be working together properly
• No need to perform network, security, and IT management administration tasks
associated with adding these disparate elements to the enterprise environment.
Ongoing technology ownership costs are dramatically reduced by the fact that a
cloud solution eliminates the need to track utilization, add capacity as required,
install and test upgrades and patches as they become available, troubleshoot
performance and availability problems, administer backup, or do any of the other
things IT teams must when they bear primary responsibility for keeping a complex,
multi-vendor system up and running. And a cloud solution keeps costs tightly
aligned with actual business need, since pricing is based on capacity and features—
which can be flexibly added or reduced as required.
F U L LY SCALABLE AND HIGHLY AVAILABLE

With on-site software implementations, organizations are constantly either overprovisioning or under-provisioning capacity—and can find it prohibitively expensive
to implement the kind of redundancy necessary to ensure non-stop system
availability. How often have you discovered that you in fact own a lot of shelfware,
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unused seats for an existing system you continue to pay for but no one uses.
Because a cloud solution works as a service, you pay for what you use. You can
start with a working application and a handful of users and rapidly scale once you
have proven the busienss value. A best-practice cloud solution should cost-effectively
and reliably support deployments from three to 30,000 users, as well as document
volumes ranging from a few gigabytes to multiple terabytes.
S E C U RE WITHIN AND BEYOND THE ENTERPRI S E

Cloud security grows in importance with every news cycle it seems. Look for a cloud
vendor who can reflect your own security infrastructure, full audit trails, multiple
levels of encryption, strong password authentication to protect the confidentiality and
integrity of all corporate content. Third-party audits and certifcations, such as SAS 70
Type II, both for the application and for the infrastructure should be provided by the
vendor. Ask for the audit report.
With a secure cloud platform, it becomes easy to securely extend collaboration
and workflows beyond the enterprise. This can be complex and time-consuming
with conventional on-premise SharePoint implementations. Just as important, using
the cloud infrastructure as the collaboration layer insulates all of the systems and
information in the corporate data center from any potential external security threats.

The rapid time-to-benefit
and manageable cost
structure of cloud ECM
empowers organizations
to tap the full power of
technology without being
weighed down by its
most counter-productive
burdens.

W H Y C LO U D E C M M A K E S S E N S E F O R S H A R E P O I N T
E X T R EMELY RAPID TIME-TO -BENEFIT

With cloud ECM, IT can start delivering tangible benefits to the business in days—
instead of months or years. These immediate, demonstrable successes tend to
breed more opportunities to help the business, as IT gains credibility in the eyes
of executives and managers by consistently delivering high-value ECM and BPM
systems on time and under budget.
The rapid time-to-benefit and manageable cost structure of cloud ECM empowers
organizations to tap the full power of technology without being weighed down by its
most counter-productive burdens. This combination of reduced costs and increased
benefits substantially increases return-on-investment.
N I M B LE ADAPTABILITY

Conventional application architectures can be difficult, expensive, and timeconsuming to modify as business requirements change. A highly configurable cloud
solution, in contrast, can be quickly adapted and extended as needed because the
functionality is always there, and you pay only for what you use.
R E D U CED PROJECT RISK

When IT has to put together different technology components from different vendors,
it always runs the risk of snafus that can delay benefits, drive up costs, or even
result in abandonment of the project altogether. By providing a complete set of
pre-integrated components as well as out of the box working applications—and by
eliminating the need to make large upfront investments of capital and time—a best
practice cloud solution fully mitigates these project risks.
E A S I ER COLLAB ORATION ACROS S AND BEYO N D T H E E N T E R P R I S E
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Because cloud offers a secure collaboration space beyond a corporate firewall,
cloud ECM makes it easy to integrate multiple SharePoint instances within the
organization by providing common content repositories, workflow environments,
and ECM facilities that can be shared among all users across multiple instances
of WSS and MOSS. It also makes it easy to include remote users, customers,
vendors, partners, and others outside of the enterprise firewall in content,
document sharing, collaboration and workflows. .

CONCLUSION
Cloud ECM makes it easier than ever for organizations to reap the business
benefits offered by SharePoint with easily configured and added enterprise content
management applications. These business benefits are all highly compelling for
organizations seeking to steadily improve their performance despite weaknesses
in market demand and the fact that competitive advantages have become
increasingly difficult to sustain over time.
IT teams who are under pressure to meet business application needs while facing
constrained resources and intensifying competition, can find an immediate relief
valve in a best practice cloud enterprise content management platform. Using
either full function ECM components or out-of-the-box applications, IT can now
deliver high-value business applications that fully exploit the untapped potential of
Microsoft SharePoint in days without breaking a sweat.

ABOUT SPRINGCM
SpringCM is the award-winning market
leader in enterprise content management
solutions for managing content and
business processes. SpringCM’s affordable,
rapidly deployable solutions enable
organizations of all kinds to address
their most critical Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) and Business
Process Management (BPM) challenges.
SpringCM’s solutions are trusted by
customers such as the Department of
Energy, Comcast, and Siemens. SpringCM
partners include salesforce.com, Microsoft,
and Ricoh.com.
For more information, please email:
sales@springcm.com or call 877.362.7273.

www.springcm.com
SpringCM is a trademark of SpringCM Corporation.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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ECM AS A CLO U D P L AT F O R M
Your company—like just about every other PM organization company—can benefit substantially from
Enterprise Content Management (ECM). Manual and siloed document processes can leave you literally
drowning in paper – or the electronic equivalent - with higher operational costs, less visibility and
reduced agility. ECM can address these issues, bringing greater speed, reliability and efficiency to
everyday business processes. It can help you more quickly onboard customers and vendors, provide
better assurance and visibility to managing contracts, slash costs with processing things such as
invoices and expense forms, and collaborate across the organization.
But there are also a lot of good reasons why you and many other organizations
haven’t implemented ECM in all the places they could
• You don’t want to spend thousands of dollars per user just to get in the game
• You have a business issue you need to fix now—not six months or a
year from now
• Your IT organization’s plate is already full
• You don’t want to invest a massive amount of time and money into an
ECM project, only to discover a year or two later that it didn’t deliver the
benefits you were promised—or that you should have implemented a
different ECM solution
• You want to address one business need first, but your ECM technology only
comes in one size, too big.

The cloud platform
model delivers more
business benefits
more quickly than
conventional
software.

These are all legitimate reasons to shy away from implementing traditional ECM
technology—especially given the constrained resources and market uncertainties
most companies face today.
The good news is that all these objections can be overcome by acquiring ECM as a
cloud platform.
With ECM as a cloud platform, you can start enjoying the business benefits of
ECM right away—while completely avoiding the high spending, intensive IT
workloads, and unacceptable risks associated with conventional on-premise
implementation of ECM software.
In fact, the cloud platform model delivers more business benefits more quickly
than conventional software. And, just as important, it uniquely allows you to
continually align your capabilities and your spending with your changing business
needs over time.
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WHAT IS A “CLOUD PLATFORM?”
“Cloud computing” is a broad term that refers to the use of technology resources
that are located on a vendor’s premises and that are made available to you on
an on-demand basis via the Internet. This is in contrast to conventional IT, where
your company runs its applications exclusively on its own internal infrastructure—
including servers, storage, networks, firewalls, load balancers and other hardware.
A “cloud platform” is a particular type of resource that your company can use as
part of its overall approach to enterprise content management and cloud computing.
With a cloud platform, the vendor is responsible for managing all of the hardware
and software required to make a given application run. The users of the application
simply access that application via a secure Internet connection.
Gartner specifies five attributes that constitute a true cloud —as opposed to a piece
of software that a vendor simply runs for the customer at some remote hosting
facility:
• It’s a turnkey service. Your company is completely insulated from the operation
of the application and its supporting infrastructure. You don’t have to manage it,
maintain it, or get involved with any of its technological complexity. You just use it.
• Its capacity is “elastic.” The vendor can flexibly scale capacity up or down as
necessary to meet your company’s changing needs.
• It runs in a shared environment. The vendor runs the application in a pooled
multi-tenant environment to achieve economies of scale and flexibly allocate
available capacity to whichever users may need it at any given time.

QUICKLY CREATE A
COLLABORATION
ENVIRONMENT
One simple example of the
advantages of a cloud platform
is creating a new collaboration
environment. With no calls
to IT, as an authorized line of
business user you can quickly
create a folder hierarchy for
policy and procedures, say
for a department or for an
ISO initiative. In less than 10
minutes, you can design a set of
attributes to classify the policies,
and start uploading documents.

• You only pay for what you use. Your company’s utilization of the service is
tracked—by the number of active users, total hours of use, CPU cycles consumed,
or some other metric—so you pay for that utilization, rather than for some peak
capacity requirement that you have to guess at and may never actually need.
• It uses standard Internet protocols. This means that it requires minimal or no
changes to your present computing environment. All users need to get started is a
browser, an Internet connection, and appropriate authorization to use the service.
To this list, it may be reasonable to add other attributes. For example, some
people would contrast the configurability of a cloud platform with the extensive
customization work required to tailor conventional software to your company’s
particular requirements. That is, a true cloud platform allows you to simply choose
your business settings for the application from a menu—rather than forcing you to
have programmers write all kinds of software code just modify basic attributes of the
application.
Simply put, a cloud platform is analogous to a utility like electricity. You don’t have
to build a power plant to get electric power to your home. You don’t have to know
Ohm’s law or manage the distribution grid, either. All you have to do is pay your bill.

WHAT IS A “CLOUD APPLICATION?”
A “cloud application” is application specifically designed to take advantage of cloud
characteristics, such as scalability, elasticity, multi-tenancy and shared resources.
A cloud application can be delivered as a one-off, specific application, or it may be
delivered using a cloud platform.
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THE B U S I N E S S A DVA N TA G E S O F E C M A S A CLOUD PLATFORM
Companies are rapidly embracing cloud platforms because they offer numerous advantages over conventional applications. These
advantages as they relate to ECM in particular can be divided into three categories.

Conventional ECM

ECM as a cloud platform

Effort

Requires constant “care and feeding”
of software and supporting infrastructure
by the IT department

No maintenance required,
so IT can focus on the needs
of the business

Costs

Must spend enough on licenses and
infrastructure to support anticipated
peak usage requirements

Only pay for what you use

Flexibility

Adding capacity and new application
functions can be time-consuming and
expensive. Removing them is often
impractical

Easily add and subtract as
needed

INITIA L D E P LOY M E N T
The cloud platform model offers many advantages over conventional IT when it comes to getting started with an ECM initiative,
among them: speed, hard costs, risk, and opportunity costs.
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Conventional ECM

ECM as a cloud platform

Speed

Can take months to install, configure,
integrate, secure, test, and roll out

Immediate benefits

Hard costs

Substantial upfront costs for hardware,
software, and implementation

Starts at low monthly
fee per user

Risk

Large up-front investment and
long implementation time frames create
potential losses of money and time if
expected benefits don’t materialize

Minimal downside risk makes
it easier to support ROI

Opportunity costs

Requires diversion of IT resources from
other potentially worthwhile projects

Little or no diversion
of IT resources
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FUNC T I O N A L A DVA N TA G E S
The cloud platform model is also superior to conventional ECM when it comes to the technical functioning of the service itself.

Conventional ECM

ECM as a cloud platform

Availability

High availability requires the construction
of redundant costly infrastructure.

Economies of scale make
redundancy cost-effective for
cloud platform provider

Extensibility

Support for remote users, contractors
and other third parties requires special
efforts by IT department

Any authorized user can access
the service from anywhere,
securely

Security

Protection of a highly diverse enterprise
computing environment requires
significant investments of time and effort

Uniformity and economies of
scale enable cloud platforms
to maintain the highest security
standards at less cost

Performance

IT has to keep monitoring multiple
services, discover the root-causes of
performance shortfalls, figure out how
to fix them, and decide whether it’s
worthwhile to buy more infrastructure

Cloud plaform uses a single set
of services and can
easily allocate more capacity to
any customer who needs it

ONGO I N G O W N E R S H I P
ECM as a cloud platform model continues to provide substantial advantages over conventional ECM software over time.

Conventional ECM

ECM as a cloud platform
w/apps

Best practices

A software solution typlically involve
third parties. Software often lags
current best practices by years due to the
lag time in incorporating latest releases

Best practices can evolve quickly
and be shared immediately

Speed

Ongoing software upgrades, like the
original software and supporting
technology, can take months to install,
configure, integrate, test, and roll out

Immediate benefits
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SPRINGCM: THE WORLD’S LEADING ECM CLOUD
PLATFORM PROVIDER
SpringCM cloud platform offers a complete set of more than two dozen ECM
capabilities, fully integrated with each other and that your company can use
immediately to start improving the speed, reliability, and efficiency of its core
business processes.
SpringCM cloud platform can be configured to address almost any document
management and workflow business challenge. And SpringCM’s consistent,
intuitive GUI ensures that users will be able to get productive quickly with minimum
training. You can fully leverage your existing software investments, as SpringCM also
integrates with your existing on-premise and cloud technology such as Microsoft
SharePoint, salesforce.com, and numerous content management technologies.
SPRIN G C M C LO U D P L AT F O R M I N C LU D E S :
Capture
SpringCM lets you capture paper and electronic documents from inside and outside
your company via any method—including e-mail, fax, scanning, and manual upload.
Document management
SpringCM’s comprehensive version control ensures that everyone sees the right
content, while eliminating endless e-mail threads with multiple attachments.
Documents can be organized in traditional folder hierarchies and indexed with tags
and/or metadata.

DRIVING WORKFLOW:
A CASE-IN-POINT
To set up an application with
workflow and security such as
personnel dossier or student records
with traditional ECM technology,
you would submit a request to IT,
they would create a project, and
hopefully the resources to address
your project would be available this
year. The project itself could take
several days.
Using the cloud, in less than an
hour, you could implement a
workflow from the workflow library,
create an e-form to select documents,
enter meta-data and submit the
document.

Workflow and collaboration
SpringCM provides routing and approval workflows that allow users to streamline
even the most complex processes with full business process management
capabilities. SpringCM also makes it easy to extract information from e-forms and
insert it as required into customized documents.
Delivery
SpringCM ensures that documents get into the hands of all appropriate users,
partners, customers and suppliers. The use of SpringCM as a delivery mechanism
also saves space on your mail servers and reduces the need to send e-mails loaded
with attachments that might be filtered out or inadvertently forwarded to inappropriate
recipients.
Records management
SpringCM’s records management allows users to define retention schedules for
electronic documents, consolidate diverse content types into a single searchable
repository, create automated retention policies based upon record classification, and
support other key business requirements such as e-discovery, legal holds, record
declarations, and destruction workflows.
Reporting
With SpringCM, managers can get all the insight they need to improve processes
and troubleshoot problems from simple drop-down menus. They can also view
users’ document activity and generate other management reports without having to
engage skilled programmers.
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SpringCM’s ECM cloud platform is being used by companies of all kinds to:
• Improve knowledge worker productivity
• Empower managers to make smarter business decisions
• Accelerate critical business processes
• Better govern critical business processes
• Better audit critical business processes
• Mitigate operational, regulatory and legal risks
• Improve customer service
• Improve supply-chain management
The bottom line is that SpringCM delivers all the ECM functionality you need as a
cloud platform, so you can quickly, effectively, and cost-efficiently address all of
your company’s document-related business challenges. And you can do it without
burdening your company with all the costs, IT workloads and risks associated with
the implementation of conventional ECM software.

AB OUT SPRINGCM
SpringCM is the recognized market leader
in enterprise-class cloud platforms for
managing content and business processes.
SpringCM’s affordable, rapidly deployable
solutions enable organizations of all kinds
to address their most critical Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) and Business
Process Management (BPM) challenges.
SpringCM’s solutions are trusted by
customers such as the Department of
Energy, Comcast, and Siemens. SpringCM
partners include salesforce.com, Microsoft,
and Ricoh.com.
For more information, please email:
sales@springcm.com or call 877.362.7273.

www.springcm.com
SpringCM is a trademark of SpringCM Corporation.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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Best Practices In Document Management

FIVE TESTS TO EVALUATE
CLOUD ENTERPRISE CONTENT
MANAGEMENT (ECM)
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THE DOCUME N T M A N A G E M E N T PA R A D OX
Every organization runs on documents. The scope of the problem grows exponentially as
each year businesses create more content than all of the materials currently contained in the
Library of Congress. You know that most of your content should be treated as an information
asset — with a lifecycle and process to manage it better. But the pace of content growth means
information moves in, out, and around the organization with little management or control.
You know the problems first hand:
• Y
 ou route a document for review via e-mail, but each reviewer edits his or her copy
of the attachment, resulting in several uncoordinated edited copies and much
wasted time reconciling the revisions.
• Y
 ou want your organization and customers to have the latest and best information
for products, pricing, project status, etc. The organization lacks efficient method
of sharing the most current version of documents. The result: wrong pricing and
product information in the field — wasting time and possibly losing business.
• Y
 ou need remote workers, distributors or clients to collaborate with teams, to
contribute information and to review all types of material. For preparing proposals,
sharing competitive information, managing projects, resolving billing disputes,
developing marketing campaigns and much more. But due to lack of common
systems someone is always out of the loop. Your goal may never be fully realized.
• Y
 ou rely on email as a collaboration tool. The resulting project delay or time
working around this limitation is a drag on productivity and a waste of time.
The demand for access to content has never been greater. The increase in mobile,
outsourced and distributed workforces means that access to your information
is required in more places — some of which are located outside your corporate
firewall. The drive and demand for customer self-service in sales and customer
support requires access to the right (and often rapidly changing) information. Yet,
in today’s era of increased compliance and regulatory scrutiny, the issue of tracking
content throughout its lifecycle — from creation through consumption and finally
through retention and controlled destruction — is becoming a business imperative
with huge consequences for non-compliance.
This white paper will explore five tests to determine whether your organization can
benefit from a Cloud Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution. Proven ECM
technologies improve the effectiveness and efficiency of information flow in your
business, ensuring the right information reaches the right person when and where
they need it without compromising privacy and security of intellectual property.

The demand for
access to content
has never been
greater. The
increase in mobile,
outsourced,
and distributed
workforces means
that access to your
information is
required in more
places — some of
which are located
outside your
corporate firewall.

ECM comprises several related technologies. Web content management,
document management, and collaboration are considered core components; other
components like search engines, capture solutions, and digital asset management
are often included under the ECM umbrella.
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ECM TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS
While no definitive classification for ECM prevails, most experts agree that ECM brings
together many of the technologies listed below. While “pure play” vendors that provide
technology for only one of these functions exist, many vendors package several of these
capabilities into suites that are designed for a specific class of problems.
•

Capture and Imaging: scanning and other capture technologies that convert
physical paper documents and forms to electronic versions for use in a document
management system. This category includes optical character recognition (OCR),
a process that makes these scanned documents readable and searchable by the
document management system. It may include conversion and extraction to make
files searchable and conversion to XML to make files or segments of files reusable
in other applications.

•

Document Management (DM): usually consists of a centralized repository in which
electronic documents are stored. Revisions to these documents may be carefully
controlled through a versioning (check-in and check-out) process. Content in a
document management system is searchable via an embedded search engine
(variations in search engine implementations can make a large difference in the
retrievability of content) so that related content can be found. Security — who can
access and edit highly sensitive documents — can be tightly controlled. Add-on
features, such as digital signature, electronic stamping and document distribution
can accompany document management solutions.

•

Collaboration and Workflow: team collaboration capabilities allow geographically
dispersed team members to manage group calendars, to coordinate document
reviews and to facilitate online discussions about topics or content. More formal
processes such as document routing and forms approval can be managed by a
workflow system that enables structured processes to be automated and managed
more tightly to reduce bottlenecks.

•

Records Management: governs the archiving and destruction of content according
to corporate policies.Electronic documents and e-mails are considered records
and, as such, should be managed according to the same retention policies as
physical paper records.

•

Email Management: manages email messages as electronic documents in
conjunction with traditional electronic documents. It allows emails to be centrally
stored in the context of the content or project to which they pertain, which
eliminates searching in both the document management system and email system.
Emails may be managed as records alongside other electronic documents.

•

Digital Asset Management: adds to specific features for managing rich media
(such as sound files, images, video). Collaboration tools specific to Digital Right
Management for images and proprietary content are often included in these
solutions.

•

Web Content Management (WCM): manages the creation and deployment of
content for Web sites, intranets and extranets, which may begin as documents
in a document management system or as images in a digital asset management
system. WCM implements version control and security on Web pages. It can also
use workflow for managing content approval and Web site deployment.
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Team collaboration
capabilities allow
geographically
dispersed team
members to manage
group calendars,
to coordinate
document reviews
and to facilitate
online discussions
about topics or
content.
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HOW IS CLOUD DIFFERENT FROM SOF TWARE
APPLICATIONS AND APPLICATION SERVICE PROVIDERS?
Traditional ECM software has a long history. Over the years the number of vendors
offering solutions have consolidated while the complexity of implementation and
maintenance have remainded high. In some cases, an ECM software solution
becomes a major enterprise capital investment.
Alternatively, as part of the first wave of Internet-enabled applications, Application
Service Providers (ASPs) became popular in the late 1990s. An ASP was a company
that licensed a commercial software application (such as a document management
system, ERP system, etc.) or sometimes assumed a company’s licenses for its own
application and hosted that application in a secure, central facility. It then licensed
that application to many companies and customized the package for each customer.
The result was, theoretically, a customized version of commercial applications
available to users at a lower cost of ownership.
But ASPs soon discovered that the cost of customizing and maintaining customized
versions of commercial applications for each user was more expensive than
originally predicted. Customers, many of whom had moved mission-critical
applications to the ASP model, soon discovered that ASPs lacked the domain
knowledge to effectively customize the applications to the degree they expected,
and that the resulting fees made it un-economical.

A true cloud application is configured,
not customized. The
result is a low-cost,
low-maintenance
application with
behavior that adapts
as your business
evolves.

D I F F ERENCES BETWEEN TRADITIONAL HOST E D A N D C LO U D M O D E L S

Traditional Application Service
Provider (ASP)

Cloud Platform

Application Deployed

One-to-one: Each customer bears the entire cost
of maintenance and customization.

One-to-many: The software, application
integration and maintenance cost is dispersed among all users.

Customization

Burdensome: Traditional customization (often
through programming) is rigid, expensive to
change and increases delivery time (not to
mention risk).

Rapid: A true cloud application is configured, not customized. The result is a
low-cost, low-maintenance application
with behavior that adapts as your business
evolves.

Implementation Timeframe

Long: Customization often means prolonged
implementation. If additional products require
integration at the hosting center, implementation
is further delayed.

Almost Instantaneous: All customers use
the same application. You can be up-andrunning
in record time.

Upgrade Frequency

Infrequently: Because the application is not multitenant, each customer’s application must be
updated individually.

Often: Several versions are released each
year. All customers receive the upgraded
application simultaneously.
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THE NEW STANDARD: CLOUD DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Cloud, also referred to as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), is a practical model that
addresses the shortcomings of both hosted models and deployed software.Cloud
is a new standard that changes the whole model under which software is developed
and delivered. New Internet and security technologies make it possible for cloud
software companies to deliver a single common application (with the ability for users
to configure their own experience) to many companies cost-effectively and securely.
Companies such as Salesforce.com proved the value of solutions delivered over the
internet for a monthly per-user fee.
Cloud applications are designed to be configurable and deployable in a multi-tenant
environment — something that the ASP hosted solutions were not designed to do.
The business and value proposition of cloud makes it attractive for applications
that span multiple sites or between a company and its customers, distributors and
partners. Cloud, when designed intelligently, can be deployed quickly, upgraded with
new functionality frequently and can reduce the burden on internal IT — features that
ASPs could not deliver.
The promise of hosted applications — lower cost of ownership and fewer systems
for IT to worry about — is finally available to companies that adopt cloud. When a
true cloud application is used, the additional benefits of rapid deployment, constant
innovation and flexibility make it the most viable application model.

The business and
value proposition
of cloud makes
it attractive for
applications that
span multiple sites or
between a company
and its customers,
distributors and
partners.

FIVE TESTS FOR CLOUD
Use these practical questions to help you evaluate your ECM project and whether
cloud makes the most sense. If your project matches two or more of these
characteristics, a cloud ECM solution offers a faster and more affordable solution that
installed on-premise software.
T E S T 1: THE BREADTH TEST

Do you need a solution that integrates many different ECM components?
If your application needs components not often found in off-the-shelf software, cloud
is right for you. For example:
• The ability to receive and send faxes directly from the application
• O
 ptical character recognition (OCR) to transforms faxes and scanned materials
into text-searchable documents
• Scanner integration to convert paper documents into electronic content
• E
 -forms for combining form-based data with other documents or for augmenting
document processes with structured data
• Z
 one OCR to read specific fields on forms and to extract key information for
indexing and organizing your content
• Ability to view less-common proprietary file formats such as CADs
• Advanced workflow for document-centric process automation
To include all of these components in on-premise software requires costly integration
and enhancement. This introduces more complexities and time delays. Many ECM
suites include pricey add-ons , but these require customization and maintenance.
Configuring the various user interfaces to work in tandem is often challenging. If you
won’t use these components frequently, justifying the expense is difficult.
Cloud addresses this challenge directly. By integrating multiple technologies once
and distributing the cost among all users, Cloud delivers broader functionality than
other options at a dramatically lower cost.
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T E S T 2: THE SPEED TEST

Do you need a solution that works now, not in three months or a year?
Most traditional software projects follow a proven process: needs analysis; RFPs (if
a new vendor is to be selected); vendor selection and then implementation, which
consists of design, development and testing: deployment; and training. This process
requires months to complete and will involve many teams, including IT to perform
the analysis, purchasing and legal to negotiate the deal, system integrators or VARs
(or internal IT ) to design and implement the customizations, and training to make
end users productive.
In many situations you do not have months or even weeks to select and implement
a solution. The looming risk of delay is unacceptable. This is when a cloud ECM
solution makes sense.
Cloud solutions are developed to meet the majority of many industry-specific needs.
Because these development efforts involve input and refinement from hundreds of
customers, cloud solutions deliver comprehensive functionality out-of-the-box with
the following capabilities:
• Secure document sharing (with security down to the document level).

With a cloud solution,
you can be up-andrunning literally in
hours. You simply
define how many users
and provide their
e-mail addresses; the
system alerts them to
initiate their accounts.

• T
 he ability to share documents with people inside and outside the company.
Unlike traditional extranets and intranets, cloud document management allows
users not only to read content but also to modify it (if the users have proper
security permissions).
• T
 he ability to easily incorporate e-mails and attachments into the repository
alongside corresponding documents.
• D
 ocument version control via check-out and check-in functionality to manage
edits and to ensure that all team members access only the latest information.
• Shared task lists, action items and other collaboration capabilities.
• R
 outing and approval workflows to automate key processes and to bring visibility
into the process status.
With a cloud solution, you can be up-and-running literally in hours. You simply
define how many users and provide their e-mail addresses; the system alerts them
to initiate their accounts. The highest quality solutions will also offer extensive,
configurable capabilities that enable you to modify key aspects of the application’s
appearance and to better suit your needs.
If rapid deployment is your key project criterion, cloud offers undeniable benefits.
While you may still need to follow internal purchasing protocol, the demands on your
company will be much lower. The risk is diminished because you can generally see
your application working immediately, Select a solution that offers comprehensive
functionality, frequent updates and extensive configuration capabilities.
T E S T 3: THE CASH FLOW TEST

Do you face budget restrictions? Do you want to limit upfront monetary risk?
Implementing a new software system in any company involves effort. It also takes
money. And regardless of software vendors’ promises of low license fees, the cost of
implementing a traditional document management system involves much more than
just purchasing and installing software. As mentioned previously, the cost of a typical
installed software package is roughly 15 percent of the five-year cost of owning
and maintaining that application. Simply put, a rough estimate of your five-year
cost may be six times the application software license costs. The reason becomes
evident when you consider the varied costs associated with a deployed document
management software solution.
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By comparison, the cloud model eliminates virtually all these costs by replacing them
with a modest monthly fee. This monthly fee is usually contingent upon the number
of users in an account or a similar measure that increases only as deployment, use or
other success criteria flourish. The advantages of this approach include:
•

No large up-front cost (or cumbersome budget approval process)

•

No annual maintenance fees

•

A direct link between the value the solution provides and how much you pay

In addition to
lower total cost of
ownership, the cloud
model drastically
reduces risk. Most
implementations are
licensed upon an
annual commitment.
If the product does
not live up to its
promise, or if your
needs change, your
risk is capped at that
commitment.

In addition to lower total cost of ownership, the cloud model drastically reduces
risk. Most implementations are licensed upon an annual commitment. If the product
does not live up to its promise, or if your needs change, your risk is capped at that
commitment.
If a large financial commitment has limited your ability to take advantage of document
management technology, a cloud solution provides the functionality you want without
the economic risk.
T E S T 4: THE EVOLVING NEEDS TEST

Is it critical that your software application evolve easily as your needs change
and new technologies emerge?
As highlighted earlier, with deployed software packages you incur the cost of
maintaining and updating the application. But once deployed, on-premise software
must be updated periodically or a new version installed. A time consuming process.
Although any programmed customizations enhance the utility of the software, the
more extensive customizations often will not migrate to the next version of the
software. As a result, when the application package is upgraded, your organization
must either upgrade the application at high cost or determine not to include those
featrues in the new version. Neither option offers a fast or practical approach.

Initial Cost:st

Deployed

Cloud

Document management software license fees

Yes

No

Server with operating system and other software

Yes

No

Storage, backup systems and associated software

Yes

No

Implementation services

Yes

No

Ccustomization of training materials

Yes

No

System maintenance

Yes

No

Server operating system and other software maintenance

Yes

No

Backup and storage subsystem maintenance

Yes

No

Internal IT support applying software upgrades

Yes

No

Internal IT support updating application based upon business needs

Yes

No

Monthly subscription fee

No

Yes
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Cloud eliminates this frustration in several ways:
•

Upgrades are applied at the data center and are available to all users
immediately with no installation or delay. The administrator can often approve
upgrades through configuration screens.

•

Because there is no software to install at each client site, software upgrades
may be made more frequently. New features are added almost quarterly.

•

The user community accesses the same core application, meaning new
ideas and feature refinement feedback from each user benefits the entire
user community.

•

As a customer, you become part of this cycle, making enhancement requests
that, if accepted, will be seen in the product in much more rapid fashion than
previously possible.

T E S T 5: THE 80/20 TEST

Can you accomplish your goals with a solution that provides most of the key
functionality needed, but possibly not every bell and whistle?
A typical cloud solution will be developed from best practice content management
and workflow for a given funcition, be it invoice automation, sales contracts,
document management, resume management, project management, etc. Most
well-designed cloud systems offer extensive interface capabilities, usually via web
services that enable integration with both internal and other hosted systems. The
combination of integration and configuration enables cloud solutions to meet the
needs of most busiensses.
The mixture of integration and configuration is typically referred to as the 80/20 rule.
But some applications may require ssome highly pecialized functionality that a cloud
application may lack, even with integration and configuration.
How can you tell which side of this line your application falls on?
1.

Be clear about what you want to accomplish. Be careful to indicate the
other systems, facilities, groups and companies that will affect the proposed
application. Sketch the workflow of the business process detailing what
happens at each stage. Focus on the business processes you need to support,
not the technical details.

2.

Share that definition with the vendors you are evaluating. You can conduct this
initial research through a formal request for proposal or an informal e-mail.

3.

Request a demonstration of the cloud system as it applies to your requirements.
Evaluate its ability to meet those requirements carefully. A vendor may not
be able to show you every feature configured to your exact needs but should
explain how the software’s own configuration or integration capabilities could
meet those needs.

Most well-designed
cloud systems offer
extensive interface
capabilities, usually
via web services that
enable integration
with both internal
and other hosted
systems. The
combination of
integration and
configuration enables
cloud solutions to
meet the needs of
most busiensses.

After such an evaluation, you should have a clear idea of how much application
coverage the considered cloud application will provide. Ultimately, it is a tradeoff
between the incremental benefit of a truly customized solution and the cost,
deployment and evolution benefits of Cloud.
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IS CLOUD RIGHT FOR YOU?
Document management, either as a stand-alone technology or as part of
a broader enterprise content management (ECM) initiative, enables an
organization to effectively and efficiently control and leverage its content. A
cloud model will offer a robust set of capabilities to meet business challenges
with the following characteristics:
•

Broad use across many uncontrolled IT environments such as third-party
sites and multiple companies

•

Need for rapid deployment — no time for long purchase cycles and
implementation

•

Lack of a large up-front budget or the time to get one approved

•

Need for rapid change and evolution over time but within an envelope of
common functionality

•

Desire for new features that are useful to others with similar problems

•

Deployed easily without specialized support

•

Lack of dedicated IT support

To determine whether cloud offers the best solution for your business challenge,
use the five tests we’ve outlined. These will help you determine whether your
organization can benefit from a cloud Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
solution.
As we’ve seen, cloud ECM can quickly and affordably improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of information flow in your business, ensuring the right
information reaches the right person when and where they need it without
compromising privacy and security of intellectual property. All without the long,
complex implementation needed for on-premise software.

AB OUT SPRINGCM
SpringCM is the recognized market leader
in enterprise-class cloud platforms for
managing content and business processes.
SpringCM’s affordable, rapidly deployable
solutions enable organizations of all kinds
to address their most critical Enterprise
Content Management (ECM) and Business
Process Management (BPM) challenges.
SpringCM’s solutions are trusted by
customers such as the Department of
Energy, Comcast, and Siemens. SpringCM
partners include salesforce.com, Microsoft,
and Ricoh.com.
For more information, please email:
sales@springcm.com or call 877.362.7273.

www.springcm.com
SpringCM is a trademark of SpringCM Corporation.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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